ARIZONA DEMOCRATIC PARTY
VOTER FILE USE AFFIDAVIT
VOTER LISTS, REGISTERS AND FILES CONTAIN RESTRICTED DATA
RELEASE OR DISTRIBUTION IS RESTRICTED AND SUBJECT TO
CRIMINAL PROSECUTION
Voter registration files, lists, or reports derived from the Arizona Democratic Party statewide voter file
are subject to protections and restrictions by Arizona law. Release, distribution or use of this
information is prohibited except by the Arizona Democratic Party pursuant to A.R.S. 16-168. Release
or distribution to, or use by, anyone other than the original requester, or to any person or for any
purpose not stated or disclosed in the original request, or use, sale or transfer of voter data for any
purpose not authorized by A.R.S. 16-168 is prohibited as a class 6 felony.

Already have an account? Have an inactive account? Need added to another committee?
You do NOT need to fill out this form again.
Please email SAlmy@AZDem.org
ckurent@azdem.org and Cc Votebuilder@AZDem.org.
Precinct Committee Person
Precinct Name ______________________
LD or County _______________________

Campaign
Ballot Measure:_______________________
Or
Office Sought: _______________________
Candidate Name: _____________________
District: ____________________________
I am the candidate
I am staff/volunteer

Campaign Committee Name:
Name of User:
Contact Address:
City, State, Zip:
Primary Phone:
Email:
I, the above individual, hereby verify that the records obtained (initial):
Will not be used for a commercial purpose: Commercial purpose is defined as (A.R.S. 39121.03): the use of a public record for the purpose of sale or resale or for the purpose of producing a
document containing all or part of the copy, printout or photograph for sale or the obtaining of names
and addresses from such public record for the purpose of solicitation or for any purpose of solicitation
or sale of such names and addresses to another for the purpose of solicitation or for any purpose in
which the purchaser can reasonably anticipate the receipt of monetary gain from direct or indirect use
of such public records.

Will not be used, bought, sold or transferred for any purpose except those stated in A.R.S. 16168.
Will be used only for purposes relating to a political party activity, a political campaign or an
election, for revising election district boundaries, or purposes specifically authorized by law.
Will be used solely to contact voters for the purpose of electing Democrats or as authorized by
the Party. If this data is shared for use by any political party other than the Democratic Party, the sharer
of that information and all individuals associated with their campaign or organization will lose voter
file access for the duration of the election cycle. The enhanced voter file is the sole property of the
Arizona Democratic Party and will be respected as such.
Acknowledge that sharing of data with professional consultants who may also have clients
from opposing political parties is a risk and shall be regarded as such by myself and my organization.
I realize that misuse of my voter file access by anyone could result in my loss of access for the entire
campaign cycle.
For Committee Creation Only:
I certify that all information provided is true and correct under penalty of perjury. I agree to pay the
fee or deposit of $
for the access to these records from the date of
through
the
date of
. I also agree that the public records will not be
transmitted or resold to any other person or entity without specific authorization from the Arizona
Democratic Party. I agree to delete all data acquired via this request from my databases and all other
electronic media forms upon the completion of the purpose or use for which this request is made. I
agree not to hold the Arizona Democratic Party liable for any inaccurate or incomplete information I
may receive (see disclaimer and indemnification below).

Applicant Signature
DISCLAIMER/INDEMNIFICATION
Requester understands and agrees that the Arizona Democratic Party does not guarantee the accuracy
of the data and information requested and hereby expressly disclaims any responsibility for the truth,
lack of truth, validity, invalidity, accuracy, inaccuracy of any said data and information.
Requester/Purchaser accepts responsibility for Requester/Purchasers unauthorized use or transmission
of any such data or information in its actual or altered form.
A person who obtains public records for a commercial purpose without indicating the commercial
purpose or who obtains a public record for a noncommercial purpose and uses or knowingly allows
the use of such public record for a commercial purchase or who obtains a public record for a
commercial purchase and uses or knowingly allows the use of such public record for a different
commercial purpose or who obtains a public record from anyone other than the custodian of such
records and uses them for a commercial purpose shall in addition to other penalties be liable to the
state or political subdivision from which the public record was obtained for damages. In the amount of
three times the amount which would have been charged for the public record had the commercial
purpose been stated plus costs and reasonable attorney s fees or shall be liable to the state or political
subdivision for the amount of three times the actual damages if it can be shown that the public record
would not have been provided had the commercial purpose of actual use been stated at the time of
obtaining the records.

